Checking in on your Fall
Semester: Undergraduate Results

Purpose:
How the Fall semester is going so far
Provide and adapt student supports during the COVID-19 pandemic

Launch period: October 6 to 18, 2020
Response rate: 28% overall (or 9,900 out of 36,500)
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CHALLENGES
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Participant voice: “Go back to normal grading schemes with midterms and finals as

opposed to weekly or biweekly assignments. Takes up too much time!”

PREPAREDNESS TO COMPLETE FALL SEMESTER: % Prepared / Somewhat Prepared
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Participant voice: “Maybe create and then really advertise online exercise videos or

meetings to promote exercising as a healthy way to cope and improve wellbeing”
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Participant voice: “Have more interactive components between profs and students. Maybe releasing

fun videos about McGill, as a first year student it's hard to feel like you're part of a community.”
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